Many people think of assessment as giving tests after instruction, but assessment for learning is much richer than that. Assessments are information-gathering tools. They might be learning activities, discussions, writing prompts, projects, or even tests that are all part of student learning experiences. This session focuses on embedded formative assessment practices—any activity that provides evidence of student learning that can be used to quickly inform instruction and promote further learning. When instructors make systematic observations of learners, gather and analyze student work, listen to student discussions, and ask specific questions, assessment becomes indistinguishable from good teaching because it is embedded within instruction.

Regular assessment should be part of any instructional experience. By assessing students at selected points during instruction, an instructor can get an idea of the group’s and each individual’s level of understanding, misconceptions, and interests. This ongoing feedback helps instructors adjust field experiences to best address the strengths and needs of their learners. It also helps learners to be more reflective about their own learning. Without regular assessment, instructors can only know what they are teaching but not what their students are learning!

The first two-thirds of the session focuses on assessments that can be done on-the-fly, during instruction, and that should be part of field instructors’ routine instructional habits. The final part of the session dives deeper into discussing and analyzing written responses from students, which are assessment strategies that take more time and effort from instructors. Engaging in this deeper process, even occasionally, can enrich instructors’ understandings about student ideas and learning. Both parts of the session build instructors’ understanding of how students learn and express their ideas and can work well presented as two sessions, instead of all at once.

The goals for this session are:

- Participants will experience a variety of assessment strategies for field instruction.
- Participants will recognize the challenge of understanding what students have learned.
- Participants will discuss how to choose the best type of assessment for different purposes.
- Participants will learn about a variety of assessment practices that support student learning and improve instruction.
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This session has been designed to “practice what we preach” and is set up to reflect a learning-cycle approach to instruction. In this way, participants will experience a version of the learning cycle instructional model while they learn about assessing for learning. It’s important to structure the session so there are opportunities for participants to experience each phase of the model for themselves. Resist the temptation to delve too much information too early. Simply telling instructors about assessment goes against the whole idea—participants will gain more from engaging in science practices, reflecting on the nature of science, and thinking about how to apply this to their instruction.

Want to spend more time outdoors than in? This whole session can be done outdoors. Some slides can be skipped outdoors, but other text is important. You and your co-presenter can take turns writing text from slides on whiteboards or chart paper or printing out some slides as large as possible. You may want to put the printed slides in plastic page protectors.

Keep things moving. The prompts provided in the session are purposefully designed to generate productive and interesting conversations. However, interesting discussions can make it challenging to stay within the estimated time frame. You may need to gently limit some of the discussion and then pick up on the topic at another time, perhaps after staff has had some experience with applying the teaching strategies.
**PREPARATION**

**Before the day of the session:**

1. **Prepare to present.** Choose who will present each part of the session. (See below for information on model student activities.) Consider including staff who have already experienced the session. Read through the session write-up, slides, handouts, sidebars, and background section (starting on page 54) to prepare. The more each presenter is able to “own” the session, the better the presentation will be. Write notes on a printed version of the session, or whatever works best. If you choose to present the whole session outdoors, make large copies of slides, or print half-page copies for you to refer to the information, or write the information on whiteboards. Modeling of student activities, especially Decomposition Mission, should be done outdoors.

2. **Set up projection system/review multimedia.** Set up and test the projection system to be sure participants will be able to see items projected during the session.

3. **Read and familiarize yourself with the Mind Pie and Decomposition Mission student activity guides; assess your ability to lead the activities.** Read and familiarize yourself with Mind Pie and Decomposition Mission student activity guides; assess your ability to lead the activities. Choose your staff member most experienced with successfully leading these activities with students to lead this part of the session. The main body of those write-ups is embedded in this Assessing for Student Learning write-up. If you will be teaching the activity using the embedded write-up, we suggest that you also read through the separate BEETLES activity write-ups for Mind Pie and Decomposition Mission, particularly the Instructor Support sections, taking notes on the embedded write-up included here.

4. **Identify outdoor areas for activities.** These should be nearby areas. For Decomposition Mission, look for a leafy forest floor with many examples of approximately four species of decaying leaves and logs and an area with rotting logs to dig in and roll over. Pay attention to local hazards, such as fire ants, and make adjustments as needed. You’ll need a flat space for Mind Pie, ideally with plenty of pebbles and leaves. For Walk & Talk, you just need room for the group to walk two abreast.

5. **Plan when you might include a break in the schedule.** We recommend a break after modeling the student activities.

6. **If you need shorter sessions...** If Assessing for Learning is too long for the time slots you have available, we recommend that you break it into two parts, rather than try to abbreviate it. This session is fairly dense and may also be more effective presented as two sessions. We recommend breaking just before Looking Closely at Student Work. This will result in Part 1 taking about 2 hours, and Part 2 taking about 70 minutes.

7. **Make sure participants are prepared.** Make sure participants bring the gear they need to be comfortable outdoors. Tell them to bring their journals and something to write with.

8. **Prepare copies.** Make copies of each handout for participants. (See list at right.)

9. **Prepare Mind Pie chart.** Write the following categories on a large piece of chart paper divided into eight pie-shaped pieces:
   - I can participate in a scientific discussion.
   - I like exploring outside.
   - I like trying to solve nature mysteries.
   - I can explain what happens to dead organisms over time.
   - I can explain how matter moves through ecosystems.
   - I can identify different kinds of decomposers.
   - I can explain how decomposition works.
   - I can explain the role decomposers play in an ecosystem.

10. **(Optional) Make Session Overview to post on wall.** You may choose to make a Session Overview to post on the wall during this session. Some presenters and participants prefer having it so they can see the trajectory of the session.

---

**MATERIALS**

**For the group:**
- projection system
- computer
- slides
- Mind Pie chart
- Discussion Norms poster
- Portable white board and dry erase marker
- bag of ~100 pebbles
- (unless there are plenty where you will present Mind Pie)

**For each Session Overview to post on wall**
- 1 hand lens (optional, but recommended)
- journal and pen/pencil

**Copies and printed materials:**
- Student FBI Cards for Decomposition Mission, 1 set for each 15 participants, starting on page 40
- Procedure for Looking at Student Work, 1 per participant, starting on page 43
- Student Work Samples, 1 set for each small group, starting on page 45
- General Practices for Using Embedded Assessment to Improve Teaching and Learning, 1 per participant, page 51
Introducing Assessing for Learning

   a. Welcome participants. Make sure everyone is ready to begin and has the gear they need to be comfortable during the outdoor experiences.
   b. Explain that the session is about assessing for student learning.

2. Show Slide 2: Guiding Questions. Explain the session’s guiding questions:
   a. We’ll be thinking and talking about these questions throughout the session.

3. Discuss guiding questions.
   a. Tell partners to Turn & Talk about the guiding questions.
   b. After a few minutes, ask for everyone’s attention.
   c. Explain that in this session, we want to think about how assessment can best inform instruction and improve student learning.
   d. Summarize by saying,
      ▶️ It’s common for instructors to overestimate how much students understand of what they’ve taught them. Even when instructors think their students really got a concept, assessments often show their students ending up with a wide variety of both accurate and inaccurate ideas.
      ▶️ Skilled instructors continuously assess students, adjusting their instruction based on feedback directly from students.

4. Show Slide 3: Goals for the Session. Briefly review the session goals. Explain:
   a. The session will focus on assessments that can be used while teaching in the field with students.
   b. We’ll also discuss different types of assessments and how they can be used for specific purposes.

5. Explain that reflective instructors are curious about what students are thinking and how to use this information to guide instruction:
   a. Reflective instructors are curious about and constantly trying to uncover what students are thinking.
   b. They use this information to help guide their instruction.

6. Show Slide 4: What Do We Mean by Assessment? Explain:
   a. Take a moment to read the definition.
b. Sometimes, assessment is seen only as a way to find out what students have learned at the end of a program.

c. This session is focused on how assessment can be used to find out what students are thinking during instruction, when it’s not too late to use the information to guide instruction.

7. Show Slide 5: The Main Purpose of Assessment Is... Explain that in science investigations, students gather evidence about nature and, similarly, instructors plan assessments to gather evidence about student learning:

   a. The overall purpose of assessment is to collect evidence of student thinking to improve instruction and increase student understanding.

   b. There are parallels with doing science. Scientists design investigations to collect evidence and then use the evidence to make explanations about phenomena.

   c. An instructor designs assessments to collect evidence of student understanding and uses that evidence to make decisions about what to do next to best support additional student learning.

8. Explain that assessments give learners information, too. Learners need to be self-reflective about what they understand and how they came to understand it:

   a. The overall purpose of assessment is to collect evidence of student thinking to improve instruction and increase student understanding.

   b. There are parallels with doing science. Scientists design investigations to collect evidence and then use the evidence to make explanations about phenomena.

Modeling Assessment Strategies

Model Student Field Activity: Mind Pie

1. Show Slide 6: Modeling Assessment Strategies. Explain:

   a. We’ll be modeling a few student activities that include embedded assessments.

   b. Embedded assessment means that the assessment is part of the instruction: it’s not separate.

2. Explain to participants that they should participate in the activities as adult learners while also thinking about how students might respond:

   a. You’ll be participating as adults, following your own curiosity and discussing discoveries and ideas at your own level.
How should participants behave during model activities? We've found that if you ask instructors to act like students, this often leads to exaggerated parodies of student behavior, and the modeling suffers. Instead, ask instructors to participate as adults but to imagine how students might respond. There may be times when they get carried away with discussion of adult content to the point that the effectiveness as a model is also lost. You may need to point this out and remind them that their students may not ask those questions.

Staggering the placement of items during Mind Pie. If you have a large group, you may want to orchestrate some kind of staggering for participants to step forward to place their items.

Use responses only as a guideline. Take student responses on Mind Pie with a grain of salt. Be aware that people often put pebbles in categories where they still have a lot to learn because they may not be aware of what they don’t know. They also sometimes won’t want to admit what they don’t know.

Embedded Write-Ups. The student activity has been embedded in this professional learning write-up for your convenience. In this section, students/participants are referred to as learners in order to help you identify the parts that are taken directly from the student activity. The blue box also differentiates the student activity from the rest of the session.

b. The leader will be modeling how to lead the activities with students, so you should support the leader; don’t take discussions too far off-topic and focus on how students might respond to the activity.

c. Acting out negative student behaviors is not helpful. Imagining how your students might respond is helpful.

d. There will be some questions asked that might seem obvious to you, but are designed for students.

3. Explain to participants what to look for during the student activity modeling:

a. Please participate in the activities and also try to notice the assessment opportunities that are used.

b. You may not recognize these as typical assessments because they are not written tests or quizzes.

c. Look for different types of assessments—anytime the instructor is gathering evidence of student thinking.

d. Think about how you could use this information to guide your instruction.

e. Also think about how the assessment might affect the learners themselves.

4. Take participants to the outdoor location you’ve chosen for Mind Pie and introduce the activity.

a. Lay out your Mind Pie chart in a spot with pebbles and leaves or twigs. Anchor the corners with rocks.

b. If there are too few pebbles in the area, use the bag of pebbles you prepared.

5. Explain that Mind Pie will help us learn about the group.

a. Gather learners in a circle around the Mind Pie poster to explain the activity.

b. Tell learners this activity will give everyone a sense of what the group already knows, what the group feels comfortable doing, and what things will be new.

c. It will also give them a chance to hear a little bit about what they will be doing during the experience (or even multiple experiences).

6. Explain each section of the pie.

a. Give learners brief and simple explanations for each pie section.

b. Be careful not to explain each topic so thoroughly that learners think they understand it based on your introduction.

c. You just want them to understand what you’re asking them to respond to.
7. Explain how to show what they know: pebble = solid understanding, dead plant piece = room to grow, blank = no experience.
   a. After about a minute or two, tap the first two participants at your end of the lines and wait for the whole group to become silent.
   b. If they know what a topic means but realize that they have room to grow, they should put a small piece of a stick or dead leaf in that section.
   c. If there’s a topic they’ve never heard of before, or feel very inexperienced with, they should leave it blank.

8. Explain to learners to be honest to make the activity worthwhile:
   a. The Mind Pie is meant to help learners think about their own learning and also to help the instructor and learners gauge the group’s experience and understandings.
   b. Sometimes learners put all stones or mostly stones because they think that putting plants might make them look bad.
   c. However, then the Mind Pie becomes useless. Awareness of what you don’t know is a good thing.
   d. This is a group process, not a graded test, and no one will know who put what where.

9. Discourage tossing items and accidentally kicking the Mind Pie. Explain:
   a. Carefully place one item at a time in a section and don’t step over the poster.

10. Learners place materials on group Mind Pie.
    a. Allow about 2 minutes for learners to place materials on Mind Pie sections.
    b. Depending on the size of your group, you can have learners work all at once or split the group so only a handful fill in the pie at a time.

11. Explain how reflecting on learning can help prepare us to learn and tell participants to begin:
    a. When you’re getting ready to learn, it’s important to recognize what you don’t know or fully understand. This can help make you a better learner.
    b. Be honest and don’t worry about others seeing where you put your items.
    c. The main thing is to see where the whole group feels strongest and weakest in their knowledge and skills.

12. Look for patterns and discuss. Ask learners the following questions to see what they notice about the Mind Pie as a whole:
    ✴ What do you notice about our Mind Pie?
What can you say about our group based on this information?

In what area(s) is there more awareness of room to grow?

In what area(s) does this group seem particularly strong?

13. Reassure learners as necessary about any particular topics.
   a. If you notice any topic in particular that includes a lot of plants, reassure them that it’s okay and that we all have room to grow in what we know.

14. Explain they’ll experience these topics and later will reflect on growth:
   a. You’ll experience these topics throughout the day, and later we’ll see where you may have grown.

15. Debrief the use of the Mind Pie activity as an embedded assessment.
   Ask and explain:
   a. What could you learn about your students by doing this before conducting a field experience? About individuals? About the group?
   b. What don’t you learn from doing a Mind Pie? What are its limitations as an assessment tool?
   c. This type of group self-assessment activity is designed to get a general sense of the group’s exposure to and comfort with the topics on the chart.
   d. This activity gives students a chance to access their prior knowledge about related experiences and ideas they might have had before coming to you.
   e. Think about whether the Mind Pie will influence how you teach. Will you go deeper on topics students already know something about, or will you put more emphasis on topics they know less about? What questions will you ask to learn more about how accurately they self-assess their understanding?
   f. Some possible extensions for Mind Pie might be: having students write in their journals about their self-assessment or take a photo of the pie, then do it again at the end of the day/week, and compare how it’s changed.

Model Student Field Activity: Decomposition Mission

1. Introduce the activity by asking learners what they think happens to the matter from living things when they die.
   a. Allow a few learners to share out their ideas. If they say “decomposition” or “they decomposed,” ask them to describe what they mean by those words.
2. Use a fresh leaf and soil to introduce first and last stages of decomposition.
   a. In one hand, hold up a fresh green leaf; in the other hold some soil. Ask:
      ➤ How could a leaf become part of the soil like this?
   b. Listen to their ideas and then introduce this definition:
      ➤ Decomposition is the process of rotting or decaying. It’s when dead organisms and their wastes are broken down into smaller and simpler forms of matter—such as nutrients, carbon dioxide, water, and organic matter that all become part of soil, air, and water.

3. Explain that by looking closely at different stages of decomposition, they can find evidence of how this happens:
   ➤ Today we’re going to explore and study decomposition in action to try to figure out how it happens.

**Decomposition Displays**

1. Groups of ~4 find and lay out stages of leaf or wood decomposition.
   a. Divide learners into groups of ~4. Assign each group to a different type of abundant leaf or wood (e.g., oak leaves, birch bark, pine wood) that has already fallen.
   b. Tell them to begin making displays organizing samples from fresh (e.g., the least decomposed) to part of the soil (e.g., the most decomposed).
   c. If you’re at the seashore, you can do this with samples of algae.
      ➤ Your mission is to make a display that shows the stages of decomposition of the leaves or wood you were assigned, going from fresh to being part of the soil. Try to include as many stages of decomposition as you can.

2. Circulate, ask questions, and troubleshoot.
   a. Circulate as learners work. Ask questions and encourage them to explain their reasoning behind putting pieces in a particular order.
   b. Encourage them to make comparisons between stages of decomposition.
   c. Ask questions such as:
      ➤ What characteristics are you using to decide which things are more decomposed than others (e.g., dry, brittle, soft, with holes, more grayish)?

3. Groups present displays to one another and describe characteristics they used to generate the order of decomposing materials.
   a. Allow each group to present their work to the whole group, or give groups time to check out one another’s displays.
   b. Ask learners to explain to others what characteristics led them to classify objects as more decomposed or less decomposed.
4. Ask learners to share characteristics that the decomposing leaves and sticks from different displays have in common:
   a. What are some characteristics for decomposition that the decomposing leaves and wood from different group displays share in common (e.g., dry, brittle, soft, with holes, more grayish)?

5. Point out evidence in displays, such as holes or sponginess of wood, of something missing and then ask where it may be now. For example:
   - See the holes in this wood? There used to be wood there, but now it’s not there anymore. Where could it have gone?
   - Feel how spongy this wood feels. That’s evidence that stuff that used to make it feel hard is missing. Where could that stuff be now?

6. Connect displays to models used in science. Explain:
   a. When scientists try to understand a process like decomposition, they often create models similar to these to make predictions about what they might see in nature over a long period of time.
   b. Then they might also check to see if their model is accurate by leaving the material outdoors to decompose more while carefully recording what happens.

Search for Decomposers

1. Ask learners to describe evidence of what causes things to decompose that they have seen in their displays or elsewhere:
   a. Think back on the leaves and wood in your displays and remember anything you saw that might be evidence of what is causing things to decompose (e.g., We saw tiny holes that could be evidence of an insect eating it.).
   b. You can also bring up evidence you’ve seen during other parts of the field experience or any other time of your lives.

2. Gather the group around a display that has clear evidence of things breaking down into both smaller and simpler parts.
   a. For smaller, you might have leaves or wood broken up into smaller pieces.
   b. For simpler, you might have termite frass or soil with lots of organic matter in it (leaves/wood that have been changed into a different substance).

3. Introduce part of decomposition as breaking down things into smaller parts. Then ask for examples.
   a. Explain: There are two parts to decomposition.
   b. Explain: When you break up a leaf or piece of wood, you’re breaking down things into smaller parts, but not necessarily simpler parts.
   c. Point out an example of this in the display.

Decomposition is not just stuff breaking down into soil. Many students (and adults) define decomposition as organisms turning things into soil, which is inaccurate, terrestrial-centric, and very annoying to marine educators. Think about all the decomposition that happens in the ocean, which covers nearly three-quarters of Earth’s surface, plus all the lakes, ponds, and rivers. Even when decomposition produces soil on land, the process also produces water and releases carbon dioxide into the air.

What’s the matter? If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.

Decomposition involves chemical and physical changes. When we discuss breaking down things into smaller parts, we’re referring to the physical changes in decomposition. Breaking down things into simpler parts is an introductory way of describing how chemical bonds are being broken, and new ones are formed. By middle school, students should begin to understand that organic matter is changed into different, simpler substances through the process of decomposition.

If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.

Decomposition involves chemical and physical changes. When we discuss breaking down things into smaller parts, we’re referring to the physical changes in decomposition. Breaking down things into simpler parts is an introductory way of describing how chemical bonds are being broken, and new ones are formed. By middle school, students should begin to understand that organic matter is changed into different, simpler substances through the process of decomposition.

If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.

Decomposition involves chemical and physical changes. When we discuss breaking down things into smaller parts, we’re referring to the physical changes in decomposition. Breaking down things into simpler parts is an introductory way of describing how chemical bonds are being broken, and new ones are formed. By middle school, students should begin to understand that organic matter is changed into different, simpler substances through the process of decomposition.

If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.

Decomposition involves chemical and physical changes. When we discuss breaking down things into smaller parts, we’re referring to the physical changes in decomposition. Breaking down things into simpler parts is an introductory way of describing how chemical bonds are being broken, and new ones are formed. By middle school, students should begin to understand that organic matter is changed into different, simpler substances through the process of decomposition.

If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.

Decomposition involves chemical and physical changes. When we discuss breaking down things into smaller parts, we’re referring to the physical changes in decomposition. Breaking down things into simpler parts is an introductory way of describing how chemical bonds are being broken, and new ones are formed. By middle school, students should begin to understand that organic matter is changed into different, simpler substances through the process of decomposition.

If your students aren’t sure what is meant by matter, you may need to help them with an accessible definition such as: stuff, a physical substance, something that has mass and takes up space. Some examples of matter: This tree is made of matter, the water is, you are, air is. All the stuff in the universe is matter. However, energy, such as heat or light, is not matter.
4. Demonstrate breaking down something into smaller parts with a dead leaf or piece of wood. Say:

- Each smaller piece of wood (or leaf) I’m breaking off is smaller, but it’s still made of the same stuff. It’s just smaller pieces of wood (or leaf).

5. Ask learners for examples of other things that might break down leaves or wood into smaller parts (e.g., chewing, stomping, grinding). Listen to their ideas.

6. Explain another part of decomposition as breaking down things into simpler parts—different stuff—such as poop, CO₂ and H₂O. Point out examples in the display:

   a. Decomposition isn’t complete until dead things are broken down into simpler parts that are made of a different substance than what they formerly were.
   
   b. When grass is cut or stomped on, it’s just becoming smaller pieces of grass.
   
   c. When bacteria living in the gut of a deer digests grass, the grass is changed into poop, carbon dioxide, and water, which are all different substances than grass.
   
   d. The bacteria in the deer’s gut are decomposers.

7. Ask learners for other decomposition examples they can think of in which things are broken down into simpler parts. (There are many!)

8. Explain that scientists put organisms in categories that describe the role they play in an ecosystem and how they get their food in an ecosystem.

9. Explain that decomposers are organisms that break down things that used to be alive, as well as the waste of organisms, into simpler parts that can be used by plants and algae:

   a. Some organisms have a special role in the ecosystem because they make decomposition happen—they’re called decomposers.

   - Decomposers are organisms that break down dead plants, algae, animals, and other organic matter into simpler forms of matter, such as nutrients that become part of soil, the air, or large bodies of water. Decomposers break down things into forms of matter that plants and algae can use to build and grow.

10. Introduce FBI’s (fungi, bacteria, and invertebrates), show learners the FBI Cards, and ask what FBI’s might look like in the environment.

   a. Let learners know that they will have a chance to search for decomposers in the area. It will be easier to find decomposers once the group knows what they look like.

   b. Show and pass around images of fungi and ask learners to describe what they see. Round spots on leaves, white thread-like stuff in dirt, and decomposing logs may be fungi or evidence of fungi.

Decomposer describes the role within an ecosystem. When students learn that invertebrates are decomposers, they often assume that these organisms only eat dead things or that they can’t eat anything but dead material because it’s not their job. Avoid perpetuating this misconception—tell students that invertebrate decomposers don’t always eat dead things. They often eat things that are still alive.

Not all invertebrates are decomposers. Some students carry the misconception that every invertebrate is a decomposer. Let students know that finding an invertebrate under a log does not necessarily mean it’s a decomposer. When discussing what they found, encourage students to use language of uncertainty. For example: I found an insect that looks like a beetle, which might actually be a decomposer.

Fungus or bacteria? Spots on leaves are evidence of bacteria and fungi. Round spots are more likely from fungi because fungi tend to grow outward in circular patterns.

About humus. Humus is the organic matter in soil resulting from decomposition (not to be confused with hummus, the Middle Eastern food dip, which is much tastier to humans).
c. Show and pass around images of fungi and ask learners to describe what they see. Round spots on leaves, white thread-like stuff in dirt, and decomposing logs may be fungi or evidence of fungi.

d. Show and pass around images of invertebrates and ask learners to describe what they see.

11. Explain to learners that decomposers, though often tiny, leave evidence behind, such as spots on leaves, holes, tunnels, poop, etc.:
   a. Although many decomposers, such as microscopic bacteria and fungi, are hard to see, there are ways to see where decomposers have been at work.
   b. In fallen logs, you can find small invertebrates, as well as tunnels or droppings, as evidence of invertebrates.
   c. Holes or bites in leaves are sometimes evidence of invertebrates.

12. Give safety talk about finding decomposers:
   a. Don’t touch any organisms without an instructor (except plants, if you know they’re safe to touch).
   b. Roll logs toward your body. (Demonstrate this.)
   c. Don’t put fingers where you can’t see, to avoid accidentally touching harmful organisms such as scorpions or snakes.
   d. Gently return logs or rocks to their original positions to preserve moist habitat.
   e. Provide warnings about any harmful organisms you are aware of in the area.

13. Learners search for decomposers while instructor circulates.
   a. Tell learners they’ll spend ~10 minutes searching for decomposers and evidence of decomposers.
   b. As you’re searching with them, ask broad questions to encourage exploration and thinking:
      • What evidence have you found? What does the evidence tell you?
      • What organism could have made this happen to the wood or leaf?
      • What do you think it eats? Where might it get the matter it consumes?
      • Where did you find the most evidence of decomposers? The least amount of evidence?

14. Gather the whole group and ask a few learners to share what they found:
   a. Ask: “What did you find?”
   b. Listen as learners share discoveries and then take the group to directly observe any evidence that seems particularly interesting.
15. Ask where they found the most and least decomposers and what it is about those areas that made them good or bad for decomposers.
   a. Where did you find the most decomposers/evidence of decomposers? What made it possible for the decomposers to live there?
   b. Where did you find the least decomposers/evidence of decomposers? What made it less hospitable for them to live there?

Making Decomposition Diagram Models

1. Explain that the decomposition displays they made were a type of a model of decomposition and that now they’ll make a different type of model: a diagram.

2. Explain that they’re each going to make a diagram/model—including drawing, writing, lines, and arrows—showing what they understand about decomposition.

3. Write the following on paper/whiteboard and then tell learners to include all these in their diagrams/models (and post where it can be seen throughout the activity):
   - Show an example of decomposition.
   - Explain how decomposition happens.
   - Include decomposers.
   - Show results of decomposition.

4. Demonstrate quick examples, using their suggestions.
   a. On a whiteboard, show how to make a diagram/model, including drawing, writing, lines, and arrows.
   b. Ask what they might write or draw to show an example of decomposition and quickly sketch and write what they suggest.
   c. Do the same for the other points they need to include (how it happens, examples of decomposers, and examples of the results of decomposition).
   d. Use arrows to show when something changes into something else and lines to show connections.
   e. Erase and quickly model another example suggested by students.

5. Explain the value of using drawings, labels, writing, arrows, and lines in a model:
   a. Drawings are good for showing things that are hard to describe or see.
   b. Lines are good for showing specific connections between things.
   c. Labels can be used to describe something that’s hard to draw (such as air), to say what something is, to say what an arrow represents, etc.
   d. Writing can also be used to explain ideas or observations.
   e. Arrows are useful for showing when something changes into something else.

More about performance tasks. A performance task is any learning activity or assessment that asks students to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding, and/or skills. Performance tasks involve students creating a tangible product or completing a specific task that serves as evidence of learning. Unlike a multiple-choice test that asks students to select a response from a set of possible answers, a performance task presents a situation or challenge that calls for learners to apply their learning in context. In that way, students are extending their learning, and the instructor can uncover how students are making sense of what they’re learning.

Assessment opportunity. As you circulate, pay attention to what students have included or not included in their diagrams. Ask questions and use this opportunity to find out as much as you can about what they do and don’t understand. Use this information to build upon later, to inform which clarifications to bring up later, or which follow-up activities to do. If possible, collect students’ journals at the end of the experience so you can more carefully read what they’ve written and drawn to understand their thinking.

Including non-terrestrial examples in models. If you are near a stream, a lake, or the ocean, consider asking students to include these in their models and to try to explain how decomposition happens in water.
6. Ask learners to include examples they’ve seen today and also from other parts of their lives:
   a. Today, you’ve seen examples of decomposition and of decomposers.
   b. You’ve also seen examples in other parts of your life.
   c. Describe what decomposition is and how it happens.
   d. Include examples from today and/or include examples that you know about from earlier.

7. Each learner creates a diagram/model while discussing with a partner for ~5–10 minutes.
   a. Tell learners to find a partner to discuss and complete their diagrams together.
   b. As they’re working, circulate and ask questions to help you understand their thinking.
   c. Also ask questions that might help them improve their diagram model (e.g., How do growing plants fit into all of this? or How might you add arrows to show how things are changing?).

8. Tell each pair to join another pair to share and compare. Explain:
   a. Share what’s similar and what’s different.
   b. Feel free to change or add to your diagram after sharing and discussing with others.

Decomposition Discussion

1. Encourage a free-flowing discussion about decomposition.
   a. After pairs have completed their model diagrams, ask learners if they have any questions or ideas about decomposition for the group to discuss.
   b. Use some or all of the following questions to lead a discussion:
      - Where is the stuff that used to be part of the wood now?
      - Why is decomposition important for ecosystems?
      - What other things can you think of that might help make decomposition happen?
      - Can humans be considered decomposers? Why or why not?

2. Use a student model or a nearby example to explain the importance of decomposers to ecosystems: breaking down dead things into CO₂, H₂O, and minerals that plants and algae can use to grow.
   a. At some point, select a learner model that includes a plant and point out that it takes decomposers to break down dead things into carbon dioxide gas (as well as water and nutrients), which can be used by plants.

Common misconception about plants and soil. It’s a common misconception that plants build their mass from minerals they get from soil. Minerals are important to plants to function, like vitamins are important to us, but they are not food. The bulk of the matter in plants comes from CO₂ from the air and H₂O, both of which are used to build sugars in the presence of sunlight.
b. If you are near the ocean, a lake, or a stream, explain that they contain photosynthesizing organisms that are not plants (such as microbes, phytoplankton, and algae) that also depend on these nutrients and CO₂.

- Decomposers are important for ecosystems because they make matter available both for plants and for other photosynthesizing organisms, such as algae.

3. Explain that once matter becomes carbon dioxide gas, it takes photosynthesis by plants for it to change into matter that living things can consume again:
   a. It takes a lot for carbon dioxide to change into matter that living things can consume again: it takes photosynthesizers.
   b. Through photosynthesis, plants, algae, phytoplankton, etc. make carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and water, using energy from the sun.
- Plants and algae are important to ecosystems because they make matter available as food for living things.
   c. Tell learners that if their ideas have changed during the discussion, they have a few minutes to add to or change their diagrams to show this.

Wrapping Up: Reflecting on Decomposition

1. Lead learners in a Walk & Talk or Turn & Talk discussion.
   a. Ask the following questions to encourage learners to reflect on their learning process:
      - Describe something new that you learned about decomposition.
      - How would you describe decomposition to someone who didn’t know anything about it?
      - How does a leaf become part of soil? Part of the air? Part of water?
      - How might this area look different without decomposition?

2. Share out their ideas and review the definition of decomposition.
   a. Ask learners to share any interesting ideas they heard from their discussion partners.
   b. Summarize the ideas that are shared.
   c. Review the definition for decomposition:

- Decomposition is when dead organisms and their wastes are broken down into smaller and simpler forms of matter—such as nutrients, carbon dioxide, water, and organic matter—that all become part of soil, air, or bodies of water.
3. Challenge learners to find more decomposers and evidence of decomposition as they continue with their field experience.

4. Encourage learners to keep looking at nature through the lens of matter cycling.
   a. Ask learners to look at all the plants, dead plants, soil, water, and air around them and to think about how matter is cycling through them.

Debriefing Embedded Assessment Opportunities in Decomposition Mission

1. Bring participants indoors to brainstorm the embedded assessment opportunities in the activity.
   a. Ask what assessment opportunities they noticed during the activity that could give the instructor insight into or evidence of student thinking and learning.
   b. Record these in a column labeled “Assessment Opportunities” on the far left of a whiteboard/sheet of chart paper. This will eventually be a chart with four more columns, so leave room.
   c. To help them notice some of the more subtle opportunities, ask:

   - What did the leader do or say to gain insight or gather evidence of student thinking and learning?

2. If they don’t mention the following, add each item to the list:
   - **Opening questions**: At the beginning, the instructor asked why there aren’t dead things everywhere and what is meant by decomposition
   - **Group displays**: The instructor assigned groups to make displays showing stages of decomposition and paid attention to how they applied decomposition ideas to their displays.
   - **Questioning groups**: The instructor questioned small groups as they built their displays.
   - **Groups sharing displays**: The instructor listened to students share their displays with the whole group.
   - **Noticing evidence-explanation connections**: The instructor paid attention to how learners connected evidence to explanations.
   - **Individual diagrams**: The instructor assigned individual students to make diagrams/models of their understanding about decomposition.
   - **Looking at diagrams**: The instructor observed student decomposition diagrams/models.
   - **Diagram share**: The instructor asked questions and listened during the whole-group share of diagrams/models.
   - **Listening to discussions**: The instructor listened to student discussions throughout the activity and paid attention to student reasoning and how learners connect evidence to explanations.
   - **Reflection questions**: The instructor listened to learners respond to reflection questions.
3. Explain that these were part of the lesson, so they’re embedded assessments.
   a. All these were part of the instruction, so they’re called embedded assessments.
   b. Through embedded assessments, an instructor can identify what students understand and whether there are gaps in understanding and can act on them immediately.

4. Add columns and ask if each opportunity primarily assesses individuals or groups.
   a. Add “Individual or group?” as the heading of a second column on the chart.
   b. Quickly move through the list, asking if each item mostly assesses group or individual understanding, writing an “I” for individual and “G” for group.

5. Group shares other ways of collecting evidence of group or individual understanding. Explain:
   a. What are some different ways you have collected evidence of group understanding? (Thumbs up, other hand signals, etc.)
   b. In the Mind Pie activity, the goal is to get a sense of where the group is starting with different topics and skills.
   c. What are some other ways you can think of to collect evidence of individuals’ understanding?

6. Add column and ask if each opportunity includes students sharing in oral or written form.
   a. Add “Oral or written?” as the heading of a third column on the chart.
   b. Quickly move through the list, asking if each item gives the instructor oral or written evidence of student ideas, writing an “O” for oral and “W” for written. (All but decomposition diagram will likely be O.)
   c. Ask: “What are the advantages and drawbacks of oral evidence of student understanding? Of written?” (Listen to their ideas.)

7. Add column “Students explain in own words?” and ask if each opportunity asks students to explain their thinking in their own words.
   a. Add “Students explain in own words?” as the heading of a fourth column on the chart.
   b. The most effective way to make student thinking visible to the instructor—and to themselves and other students—is to ask them to explain something in their own words.
   c. Explain: This is different from students repeating back what they’ve been told, which doesn’t tell you much about their understanding.
   d. Quickly move through the list, asking if each item gives students an opportunity to share their thinking in their own words, writing “Y” for yes and “N” for no. (Most, if not all, will likely be Y.)
8. Explain that a key aspect of quality embedded assessment is asking students to explain their thinking:
   a. To get an accurate picture of how learners are making sense of activities, instructors need to give students opportunities to explain their thinking in their own words.

9. Add column “How does it support student learning?”
   a. Add “How does it support student learning?” as the heading of a fifth column on the chart.

10. Explain that the best assessments give instructors both evidence and provide learning opportunities for students.

11. Ask participants to Turn & Talk about how each item on the list might support student learning.

12. After a few minutes, get the attention of the group and ask a few volunteers to share their ideas about learning opportunities for students during assessment opportunities.
   a. Call on a few individuals to share their ideas about what they noticed about learning opportunities embedded in the assessment activities.
   b. Explain that many of the items involve students explaining, and when students explain their thinking, they’re actively making sense of their experiences—which is learning.

13. Discuss how performance assessments can support instruction. Explain:
   a. Groups making the stages of decomposition displays and individuals making the decomposition diagrams/models are examples of performance assessments. Ask:
      
      What could be some purposes for performance assessments during instruction? (Listen to their ideas.)

14. Explain some reasons for doing performance assessments, if they haven’t already been mentioned:
   a. They gather evidence of learning during the lesson.
   b. They give students in-the-moment opportunities to apply concepts and skills they’ve learned or are in the process of learning.
   c. Performance tasks during an activity allow instructors to probe deeper into student thinking and can give a glimpse of how students are making sense of the ideas and activities as they unfold.
   d. They give the instructor insight into how learners are actively constructing their understanding and areas in which their understanding is incomplete.
   e. Students demonstrate their understanding by doing something, rather than merely repeating words they recall.
15. Ask for examples of performance assessments your participants have used:
   a. What are examples of performance assessments you’ve used before, during, or after instruction. (Listen to their ideas.)

16. Discuss the value of individual students’ making visual diagrams/models of their understanding of decomposition. Ask:
   
   - How can having students build diagrams/models of their understanding provide information about their thinking? What could you find out that might be harder to find out through talking? (Listen to their ideas.)

17. Point out how using the diagram/model also affects student learning.
   a. Co-constructing diagrams/models helps students figure out their understandings together as they respond to one another’s ideas.
   b. The whole group has a visual model that stimulates and deepens their thinking about decomposition.
   c. It’s an example of how assessment and instruction are really two sides of the same coin and can work together to improve learning experiences for students.

Planning for Assessment

1. Explain that it’s important to thoughtfully plan for any kind of assessment:
   a. The embedded assessment strategies we experienced were thoughtfully planned.
   b. Assignments such as the stages of decomposition and the decomposition diagram/model need planning.
   c. It’s also important to plan for more casual embedded assessments, such as listening in on student talk.
   d. It’s good to think in advance about assessment opportunities and what you’ll be listening for.
   e. Now we’ll take a look at some things to think about when deciding how to best assess your students’ progress.

2. Show Slide 7: Things to Think About when Planning for Assessment. Introduce helpful starting points for planning assessments that will then be discussed next, one at a time.
   a. What are the learning goals? Think about what you want students to be able to do and understand.
   b. What evidence should you look for and how will you collect it? You need to match the goals with the type of evidence that can be collected. What kind of evidence should you look for to know where students are in terms of your goals?
c. When will assessment happen? Decide when to do assessment during instruction.

3. **Show Slide 8: What Are the Learning Goals for Students?** Brainstorm different types of goals for behaviors/attitudes, science practices, and conceptual learning that could be achieved during instruction. Explain:
   a. Since we can’t assess everything, we need to decide on priorities for what we want to learn from embedded assessments.
   b. What are some potential behaviors or attitudes you might assess (e.g., curiosity about the natural world, enthusiasm for exploration)?
   c. What are some science practices you might assess (e.g., making close observations, using language of uncertainty, citing evidence, discussing ideas)?
   d. What are some possible conceptual learning goals (e.g., disciplinary core ideas) you might assess?

4. **Explain that keeping clear goals in mind helps us notice student progress and refine how and what we teach:**
   a. Keeping your goals firmly in mind before leading an activity allows you to pay closer attention to student progress while you’re teaching.
   b. If you have clear teaching goals, you can focus and refine how and what you teach.

5. **Show Slide 9: What Evidence Should You Look for and How Will You Collect It?** Explain the importance of thinking about different kinds of evidence that can be collected through assessments:
   a. There are different kinds of evidence you can collect.
   b. Depending on your goals, there are specific advantages to collecting different types of evidence:
      • Should it be a group or an individual assessment?
      • Should it be a performance task in which students create a product or demonstrate a skill?
      • Should it be oral or written?
   c. We’ll look at examples to practice thinking about how to match the assessment evidence you collect to your goals.
   a. A group assessment is often easier because it takes less time than assessing each individual.
   b. Doing a group assessment can give you a general sense of how the majority of students are progressing.
   c. One disadvantage of group assessments is that you don’t get much evidence of individual understanding.
   d. With group assessment, it’s harder to identify particular students who are struggling with an idea.

   a. In a performance task, students are asked to do something or make something that demonstrates their ability or understanding.
   b. Performance tasks can show the depth and nuances of students’ understanding. However, they often take more time and require some type of written or verbal explanation.
   c. This slide shows students creating a food web based on what they’ve learned about matter cycling through ecosystems.

8. Brainstorm performance tasks that students might do to show their behaviors, science practices, or conceptual learning.
   a. What are other performance tasks that students could do that might show their abilities and what they’re thinking during instruction?
   b. What kind of assessment information do these types of tasks provide?
   c. Performance tasks are valuable learning opportunities for students to apply new knowledge.
   d. They’re also valuable for instructors, helping them learn more about how students use and/or extend what they’ve learned.

9. Show Slide 12: What Evidence Should You Look for and How Will You Collect It? Consider evidence from asking broad questions or written prompts. Explain how planning broad questions is important for assessment.
   a. Asking appropriate broad questions and carefully listening to responses is key to both teaching and assessment.
   b. Asking broad questions that have a variety of acceptable responses during discussion and written assignments can lead to deeper thinking.
   c. Broad questions also reveal struggles that students are experiencing.

More on broad questions. For more about broad vs. narrow questions, see the BEETLES professional learning session titled Questioning Strategies.
d. Some broad questions are better than others at inspiring students to share their ideas relevant to a topic. It’s helpful to plan some questions in advance and to think about how students might respond to them.

e. Planning questions that might help collect evidence about how students are progressing related to learning goals can allow you adjust your teaching as you go.

f. We will explore broad questions more in the next activity when we’ll think about how to get the most from students’ written responses.

10. Show Slide 13: When Will the Assessment Happen? Consider the timing. Explain how the timing of the assessment can make a difference:

a. You can get various kinds of information by assessing at different stages of instruction.

b. We’ll use the embedded assessments you just experienced to think about the timing and type of assessment method.


a. These are the goals of the Decomposition Mission activity in which you took part.

b. What kinds of questions or prompts might you use as pre-assessments to find out students’ ideas about these at the beginning of an instructional experience? (Listen to their ideas.)

12. Show Slide 15: Mind Pie. Explain that Mind Pie can be used pre- and post-instruction, and this one was meant to be used before Decomposition Mission.

a. Mind Pie is an example of an assessment that can be used with different topics before instruction begins.

b. Mind Pie can also be used at the end of instruction. You can compare the pre- and post-Mind Pies to observe changes and reflect on learning.

c. In this case, Mind Pie gave prompts for the group to access prior knowledge related to Decomposition Mission.

d. Mind Pie can also be used to prompt individual students to write in their journals about things they know more about and less about.
13. Show Slide 16: Mind Pie Prompts. Explain that in a pre-assessment, your prompts should reflect your goals, help learners access their related prior knowledge, and help the instructor make choices about where to begin instruction.

a. These are the prompts from the Mind Pie activity.

b. Note that they're not just about conceptual understanding; they also include attitudes and practices.

c. This is an example of how your goals should inform your assessment prompts: you should assess what you think is most important for students to learn.

d. Your prompts should help learners access their prior knowledge and help you make choices about where to begin instruction.

14. Explain that this Mind Pie showed patterns of our group knowledge and attitudes:

a. During Mind Pie, responses were collected fairly anonymously and showed patterns of prior knowledge and attitudes for the group as a whole.

15. Brainstorm other reasons for doing a pre-assessment.

a. Ask:

> What other reasons can you think of for doing a pre-assessment?

b. Listen to their ideas.

c. Add any of the following, but only if they have not been mentioned:

- To encourage learners to begin thinking about a topic to prepare for learning.
- To access students’ prior knowledge for the sake of both students and the instructor.
- To find out how students are using science vocabulary and concepts.
- For English learners, accessing prior knowledge also creates a helpful linguistic context—it reminds learners of important academic vocabulary related to the content.

16. Explain that a pre-assessment gives an instructor information they can use to adjust instruction to their students’ levels. Ask:

a. What choices might instructors make based on the responses they receive to a pre-assessment?

17. Show Slide 17: Decomposition Mission: Assessments During the Activity. Assessments can take place during an activity.

a. There are many ways an instructor can use embedded assessment during instruction.
b. These are two performance tasks used in Decomposition Mission: the small-group decomposition displays and the individual decomposition diagrams/models.

18. Show Slide 18: Walk & Talk Prompts: Reflection after the activity. Explain that assessments, such as Walk & Talk, can be used after instruction.
   a. Walk & Talk is a routine that’s often used as pre- and/or post-assessment embedded in instruction.
   b. These are Walk & Talk reflection questions to ask at the end of Decomposition Mission.
   c. If instructors listen to student responses, if they use the information to adjust their instruction, and if they encourage students to reflect on what they understand and are still struggling with, then Walk & Talk can be considered an assessment.

19. Explain that assessment prompts are an opportunity for both expanding thinking and providing evidence of student learning:
   a. Assessment (or reflection) prompts at the end of instruction give students a chance to hear one another’s ideas and build on them.
   b. Walk & Talk gives an instructor opportunities to partner with and listen to individual students.
   c. Instructors also get to hear from a variety of students when they’re sharing out with the whole group.
   d. Post-assessments help an instructor find out what students understand after a learning experience.
   e. Most importantly, Walk & Talk prompts after an activity help students reflect on their own learning and solidify their understanding.

20. Ask group to brainstorm other types of post-assessments and listen to their ideas:
   ▶ What are other types of post-assessments that could help an instructor find out what students have learned?

21. Show Slide 19: Assessment Is a Continuous Process. Explain that although some assessment is only done after instruction, assessments before and during instruction give an instructor information they can use to adjust instruction:
   a. Since student understanding is the goal of quality instruction, a thoughtful instructor should be constantly trying to find out what their students are thinking and understanding.
   b. The best field instructors are as curious about what students are thinking as they are about the natural world they are teaching about.

Interviewing students. Interviewing students one-on-one can be a powerful way to learn about student ideas and understandings as they try to communicate these in their own words. Walk & Talk, Turn & Talk, and other paired discussion routines offer instructors important opportunities to conduct brief interviews with individual students to find out what and how they are thinking. If possible, it can also be useful to set up longer individual interviews with volunteer students during break time or while someone else is teaching the group. It’s important during these interviews to ask broad questions, listen carefully, ask follow-up questions, and not judge answers as right or wrong in the moment. Many students enjoy having an adult paying attention to their thoughts, and the experience may be eye-opening for instructors.

About adjusting teaching activities based on feedback from different students. In outdoor science schools, instructors often teach the same activities from week to week, so what they learn from how an activity went with one group may inform how they run the same activity with the next group. It’s important to not get stuck presenting an activity the same way with all groups, or assuming it will work the same way with different groups. Instructors should pay attention to each group and, as much as possible, pay attention to individuals within each group, adjusting their instruction to students’ strengths and needs.
c. People often think of assessment as something that’s done only at the end of instruction.

d. However, after instruction, it’s often too late to use the information to adjust instruction—at least with the group you have assessed.

e. Embedded assessments are important tools for instructors. They are used during instruction, while you can still make adjustments to help students learn.

22. Show Slide 20: Making Assessment Part of Your Teaching. Explain that these practices help instructors adjust instruction:

a. These practices help instructors be more responsive to students’ needs and enable instructors to collect feedback on how they are meeting their teaching goals.

b. Assessment helps instructors listen to students.

c. By listening, instructors will also learn about students’ lived experiences and how they came to understand what they understand.

d. This can help instructors make their instruction more culturally relevant.

e. The main takeaway is that good instructors don’t always stick to their script; they often use evidence of student thinking to be more thoughtful about decisions they make to provide the most effective learning experiences for their students.

Looking Closely at Student Work

1. Show Slide 21: Digging Deeper into Student Thinking... Explain that so far, we’ve focused on on-the-fly embedded assessments that should be part of instructors’ ongoing instructional habits.

2. Explain that now we’ll shift to looking deeply at written student work to figure out what students are learning:

a. Now we’ll shift to making sense of individual student’s written responses to a prompt.

b. This is also considered embedded assessment although it involves taking the time to carefully look at student work.

c. We’ll use a specific process for making sense of students’ written responses.

d. This is probably a practice you’ll use less often, because it takes more time.

e. Even if you only do it once in a while, it provides a deeper understanding about the relationship between what you teach and what students understand.
3. Explain that examining and discussing samples of student writing is helpful to uncover how students struggle with understanding and how we can improve their instruction:
   a. We’re about to dig deeper into student thinking by examining individual responses from students’ field journals.
   b. Instructors can gain the most from looking at how their own students respond, but we’re going to look at sample student responses to learn a process for engaging in discussions about student learning.
   c. Our goal is to get insights about the challenges of understanding what students are learning.
   d. Another goal is to learn how we can make adjustments to instruction to support student learning.

4. Show Slide 22: Procedure for Looking at Student Work. Distribute the handout and explain that instructors will use this procedure to look at student work.
   a. Distribute one copy of the Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout to each participant.
   b. Explain: In small groups, you’ll use the process described on the handout to examine a set of student responses together.

5. Show Slide 23: Example Assessment Prompt. Explain the example prompt:
   a. We’ll work through an example together in order to explain the procedure.
   b. After the example, you’ll look at student work from a different assessment prompt.
   c. For the example, we’ll look at three student responses from the model of decomposition made by students during Decomposition Mission.
   d. The prompt for the task was to make a model/diagram of decomposition, including:
      - an example of decomposition
      - an explanation of how decomposition happens
      - decomposers
      - results of decomposition

6. Show Slide 24: Decomposition Definition. Explain that a definition like this can be used to plan instruction and later, when analyzing assessments.
   a. This is the definition of decomposition used in Decomposition Mission.
   b. A definition like this is useful when planning instruction and analyzing assessments.
c. During an outdoor science experience, students would not necessarily be expected to fully understand this whole definition.

d. Depending on how much time an instructor has for the topic—and the age, experience, etc. of students—they might choose certain parts of the definition on which to focus instruction.

7. **Explain why looking at student work is structured:**
   a. The reason the conversation will be structured is to keep the focus on evidence of student learning and on implications for instruction. The structure (often called a protocol) encourages instructors to be reflective and to productively discuss ideas with their peers.
   b. In science activities (and many aspects of life!), learners often leap to conclusions, confusing their interpretations with fact or evidence.
   c. This can also happen when instructors look at student work.
   d. The guidelines help instructors:
      - Avoid inferring too much and jumping to conclusions.
      - Avoid criticizing the teaching or the students.
      - Be more aware of the biases.
      - Stay focused on how to use this information to adjust their instructions.

8. **Explain why it’s important to stick to the evidence during Step 1:**
   **Observations (from Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout):**
   a. You’ll spend the first 8–10 minutes only describing what you see in student responses.
   b. You’ll describe what students are actually communicating through drawings or writing—not what you think they mean or why you think they wrote what they wrote!
   c. You’ll also describe patterns; the range of responses; or any specific use of vocabulary, similarities, etc.
   d. At this stage, it’s important to stick to observations and avoid explanations.

9. **Show Slide 25: Sample Student Work. Run through one example of student work together. Ask participants to describe observations of patterns they notice in student work.**
   a. Tell participants you’re going to run through an example of student work together to practice the protocol.
   b. Ask participants to point out observations of patterns in these three responses.
   c. Consider adding some of the following observations, if they haven’t mentioned them:

---

**TEACHING NOTES**

During Step 1 (from Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout), participants only talk about observations! During Step 1, it’s important that instructors stick strictly to observations and not drift into explaining. None of the students included gas in their drawings is an observation, and Maybe students don’t understand how gas is a part of decomposition is an explanation based on that observation. We all make observations and explanations every day. This can be problematic when we confuse the two without recognizing which is the observation and which is the explanation. Stay with observations and resist the temptation to make explanations! By keeping the discussion focused on generating observations of student work, instructors become familiar with distinguishing observations from explanations.

During Step 2 (from Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout), participants keep everything grounded in the evidence! During Step 2, instructors do make explanations, but these need to be firmly grounded in the evidence. It can be harmful when our explanations drift away from the evidence and toward assumptions and unconscious biases. It’s best to consider a variety of explanations and not just the first one we come up with. We should be open to the possibility that our explanation(s) may be inaccurate, which is why it’s important to use language of uncertainty. Instead of saying “Students don’t understand how gas is a part of decomposition,” we begin the statement with language of certainty, such as, “Maybe...,” “Perhaps...,” or “Based on the evidence, it looks like....”
10. Explain that during “Step 2: What does it mean about teaching and learning?” (from Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout), they will try to make sense of their observations but need to keep explanations grounded in evidence.
   a. This step is about trying to figure out what your observations mean.
   b. You’ll spend 8–10 minutes thinking about how students came to say what they said.
   c. What observations might be evidence of what students do and don’t understand?
   d. You’ll think about what experiences might have influenced what the students wrote, and what it may indicate about their understanding of decomposition.
   e. You’ll think about what their writings may say about the instruction they’ve had.
   f. You’ll also think about how closely the prompt is aligned with your learning goal.
   g. Try to come up with multiple explanations of each observation. This will help you to be generative and to try to get inside the head of your learners so you don’t get stuck in your own perspective.
   h. Make sure your explanations are tentative and based on the evidence.
   i. As with science, everything should be grounded in the evidence!

11. Choose one observation and get the group to come up with different explanations of it. Explain:
   a. Let’s take an observation: All examples are terrestrial. (Note: This is an observation of a pattern, not of an individual response.)
   b. What are some explanations you can make about the learning and instruction that occurred, based on this observation? (Listen to a few ideas and ask follow-up questions, as appropriate. For each one, make sure they share how it is grounded in the observation.)
12. Show Slide 26: Explanations from Observation: All examples are terrestrial.

a. When making explanations based on student work, it’s important to keep explanations grounded in the observations.

b. Here are some possible explanations that might be made from the observation that all examples in the student work are terrestrial:

- Students (and maybe the instructor) may not understand that decomposition also happens in water.
- Students (and maybe the instructor) may not understand that decomposition doesn’t always include soil.
- Instructor probably led the activity in a terrestrial setting.
- Instructor probably did not include bodies of water (streams, ponds, the ocean, etc.) in experiences or examples.
- Maybe students did know about aquatic examples but just didn’t include them.
- Maybe instructor taught it, but the students were a slow group and didn’t get it.
- Student 1 probably knew about aquatic examples because he’s smart, but he didn’t show it. Students 2 and 3 probably don’t know about aquatic examples because they’re not as sharp.

13. Say that explanations with smaller assumptions are more reliable and ask which of these seem to have smaller assumptions:

a. The most reliable explanations involve the least amount of interpretation.

b. Another way to describe it is that more reliable explanations involve smaller assumptions.

c. Explanations that involve more interpretation/larger assumptions are less reliable.

d. Which of these seem to involve more interpretation or less interpretation? (Listen to their ideas and ask follow-up questions, as appropriate.)

14. Explain that some interpretations and assumptions can be harmful:

a. Some interpretations and assumptions can be harmful.

b. #6 and #7 in this example are potentially harmful interpretations.

c. Although it’s possible that #6 and #7 are accurate, they may not be.

d. They may reflect unconscious bias or stereotypes on the part of the instructor and may be unfair to students.

e. The problem with unconscious biases is that we all have them, but we don’t know we have them.

f. One way to become more aware of our unconscious biases is by thoughtfully examining our explanations and interpretations.
g. By trying to stick to explanations with less interpretation, we can limit the influence of our assumptions and biases.

15. Explain that during “Step 3: What can we do about it?” (from Procedure for Looking at Student Work handout), they will discuss next steps for teaching:

   a. For the final 8–10 minutes of the small-group time, you’ll discuss instructional implications.
   b. You’ll brainstorm next steps for modifying the way the lesson might be taught next time.
   c. You’ll also think about what follow-up experiences could help these students deepen their understanding.
   d. As an instructor, how might you shift instruction to address the example: All examples are terrestrial? (Listen to a few of their ideas.)

16. Show Slide 27: The prompt... Explain the context for the writing assignment:

   a. That was just an example.
   b. Now we’ll switch over to the prompt you will actually be examining.
   c. Fifth-grade students were given this writing prompt after experiencing the Decomposition Mission activity.
   d. They had been thinking about decomposition and its role in ecosystems.
   e. They also had time to discuss the question in small groups before writing.

17. Ask instructors to take a few minutes to individually write an expected student response to this question:

   ★ Can humans be considered decomposers? Why or why not?

   a. A definition of decomposers is at the top of your page.
   b. Think about what part of that definition students had the opportunity to learn during Decomposition Mission.
   c. The purpose for writing an expected student response is to clarify what you think an optimal response from a student will look like.
   d. In general, it’s good practice to try out your prompts for students by writing an expected student response to ensure that the question is understandable and that students have had the opportunity to learn the concept.
   e. Write an expected student response based on what was taught in the activity.

18. Ask instructors to share and compare some of their expected student responses:

   a. Have two or three instructors read their expected student responses.
   b. Are they similar to one another?

Equity and assessment. Historically, standardized assessments in the United States have been found to be biased toward white and economically advantaged students. Cultural biases, language, and different expectations teachers have for students of various races or social classes can all unfairly affect student performance (Kim & Zabelina, 2015; Berlak, 2000). To make assessments more equitable, the prompt/task/question should be based on information and experiences that all your students have access to and should be relevant and interesting to them. In outdoor science, assessments are ideally based on a common engaging experience in which the group has participated. Vocabulary can be a barrier to understanding how to respond, so use language accessible to all students. Any difficult words should be used extensively and in context beforehand. Students who have more experience with test-taking may be better at figuring out how to be successful on the assessment, so it’s important to be clear about your expectations for responding so all students will know how to respond.
c. Was it easy or hard to come up with a student response? Why?

19. **Explain that small groups will examine student work together for 25–30 minutes, and a facilitator will keep track of time:**
   a. Choose one person in your group to be your facilitator.
   b. The facilitator will keep the group on task and stick to the time frame for the different phases of your discussion.
   c. Choose another person to record the group’s observations, reflections, and next steps for teaching.
   d. You’ll have 25–30 minutes to examine the student work and record ideas from your discussion.
   e. You’ll also be making a poster showing your summary thoughts.

20. **Distribute student work, chart paper, and markers to groups of four.**
   a. Distribute a set of student work to each group of four.
   b. Distribute chart paper and markers to each group.

21. **Groups examine student work and summarize discussion on chart paper.**
   a. Circulate to check in with each group to see how they’re doing with their analysis and recording their discussion.
   b. Remind facilitators to keep moving the group through the three stages of the discussion every 8–10 minutes.
   c. Give a time check for the last 8–10 minutes of their discussion and let them know that they’ll be sharing out their ideas for making changes and additions to instruction.

**Discussing How to Use Evidence of Student Learning to Improve Instruction**

1. **Bring the whole group back together. Lead a whole-group discussion about the student work:**
   a. Ask each group to put their poster on the wall where it’s visible to all.
   b. Ask participants the following questions to facilitate the discussion:
      - *What was interesting or surprising about the student ideas?*
      - *What questions about teaching decomposition did this raise for you?*
      - *How might you use these student responses to improve instruction?*
      - *What was the process like of examining student work?*
      - *How could you find out more about what’s behind some of the responses?*
   c. Mention the following if they haven’t already been brought up:
      - Ask students to explain their thinking.
      - Research common misconceptions about the topic.
2. Explain that when you are the instructor, you can focus on how you taught and how you might improve your teaching:
   a. In this case, you were examining work by students taught by an instructor other than yourself.
   b. When it’s your own instruction, it may be harder to admit when student confusion, lack of understanding, or misconceptions were influenced by the way the activity was taught.
   c. Alternatively, you may be harder on yourself than you need to be.
   d. As instructors, what we primarily have influence over is how and what we teach, so it’s useful to focus on how we can improve our practices for each group of students.

3. Explain that it’s easy for unconscious biases to influence your interpretations:
   a. It’s easy for your unconscious biases to influence your interpretations.
   b. When we expect more or less from some students than others and are not conscious of it, we may unfairly assess our students.
   c. Keeping explanations grounded in observations and staying away from large assumptions helps minimize this.
   d. Examining our own unconscious biases is also important for instructors to do.

   Explain that you’ll give some helpful hints for writing student prompts:
   a. Following are important reminders for creating productive writing (or discussion) prompts.
   b. They’re also on the handout.

5. Explain that there should be multiple ways to answer your prompt:
   a. Asking broad questions allows students to show their thinking.
   b. It also generates divergent ideas about a topic.
   c. A wider range of responses gives the instructor more information about different ideas that students may be holding and uncovers more options about what to do next.
   d. Example: If you ask students to identify three types of decomposers (a narrow question) and most students say, “Fungi, bacteria, and invertebrates;” it doesn’t give you evidence of how they’re making sense of decomposers and their role in ecosystems. Instead, try asking, “Describe a decomposer and the role it plays in an ecosystem.”

6. Explain that the science has to be sound:
   a. Sometimes, the way a question is asked can perpetuate misconceptions or inaccurate ideas.
   b. Example: Asking students to describe how decomposers provide food for plants might contribute to the incorrect idea that nutrients are food...
for plants, rather than the idea that they are essential chemicals that plants need to make food for themselves through photosynthesis.

7. **Explain that the language needs to be accessible:**
   a. Double-check that the way the question is written is clear to all your students. One way to check is to try to write a response yourself!
   b. Don’t use jargon, complicated words, or phrasing they may not understand.
   c. Important difficult words should be included, but you need to use them several times in context during instruction before you use them in an assessment prompt.

8. **Explain how to make expectations clear to students:**
   a. If students are unclear about your expectations for their responses, they may not include what you’re looking for.
   b. Tell students you want them to explain their thinking and then describe ways in which they can make their thinking understood, such as by making a diagram or model.
   c. For example, if you want them to refer to evidence from their investigations, then you should specifically ask them to do so.

9. **Explain that even with imperfect prompts, you can learn a lot from student work; with experience, you will get better at writing prompts:**
   a. Sometimes what you learn from student work is that your prompt wasn’t good enough to get student responses worth analyzing.
   b. No assessment prompt is perfect, including the one we featured.
   c. Still, this set of authentic student work was useful for engaging in an analytical discussion about teaching and learning.
   d. By engaging in this kind of process and revision of prompts, we can develop better, more fruitful questions to use with students.

**Wrapping Up the Session**

1. **Show Slide 29: Much of Embedded Assessment Is About.** Explain that embedded assessment integrates the asking of probing questions and listening to students as an ongoing practice into your instruction:
   a. Much of embedded assessment is about:
      • Being curious about students’ ideas and finding windows into their minds.
      • Asking broad questions that have many acceptable responses and listening to students’ ideas.
      • Asking follow-up questions to get students to explain their thinking and to better understand their ideas.

---

**Why analyze assessments?**

- **It informs learning goals.** It helps us improve our decisions about how to help students learn and helps us make the content more appropriate for the grade level as well as more scientifically accurate.
- **It informs instruction.** It helps us improve how we’re teaching and helps us understand what works well and what we can change to better support student learning.
- **It informs future assessments.** It provides information to revise the assessment method or tool to collect better evidence of students’ understanding.

---

**Refer to Questioning Strategies session as appropriate.** If you have already presented the BEETLES Questioning Strategies professional learning session to your instructors, take this opportunity to refer back to the benefits of asking broad questions versus narrow questions.
2. **The purpose of embedded assessments is to help the instructor make ongoing adjustments to instruction, based on what they observe about student understanding.**
   a. The best instructors don’t teach in the same way to all students.
   b. They make ongoing adjustments to instruction, based on what they learn about student understanding through embedded assessments.

3. **Explain that you can equip yourself to be more flexible as you learn about your group’s understandings:**
   a. As you’re teaching a group and learning through embedded assessments about their understandings, it’s good to be flexible and adjust your instruction for that group.
   b. There are ways you can prepare yourself to be better equipped to make adjustments in instruction.
   c. It takes practice to make decisions based on student understanding and to adjust your instruction and curriculum accordingly.

4. **Suggest being strategic in assigning and collecting in-depth written assessments. Explain:**
   a. The analysis of student work we just did takes time, so it’s probably not something you’d do every day or even every week.
   b. When do you think it might be especially helpful to collect and analyze student work (e.g., when kicking off staff discussion about student learning, when teaching about a particularly complex idea, when trying out new approaches to instruction, when taking a mid-week checkpoint)?
   c. If you don’t have much time, you can pick one or two students to focus on and analyze only their responses in order to get a sense of what those students may be getting out of activities and experiences.

5. **Show Slide 30: Steps for Reflective Teaching Practice. Explain a method for being reflective about your teaching practices:**
   a. Assessment should be part of an instructor’s ongoing reflective practice:
      - **Set goals and plan teaching.** First, set a specific teaching goal for your activity or field experience, such as leading a concept-based discussion that helps students build on one another’s ideas.
      - **Teach.** Teach the activity.
      - **Collect data.** Jot down brief notes as students are talking in order to capture some of what comes up during discussion. Assessment is collecting data about learning.
• **Reflect.** Afterward, sit down (ideally with a colleague) and think about what students were doing and what this might mean for your teaching: Are there any patterns? What do you want or expect your students to do differently? What can you do to make this happen?

• **Adjust goals and teaching.** Use what you’ve learned to make adjustments to improve your instruction.

• Use this cycle over and over to build expertise in instruction and assessment.

6. **Show Slide 31: Assessment Is a Highly Effective Instructional Practice.** Explain that Instructors who are skilled at teaching are constantly assessing their students and making adjustments to instruction.

7. **Show Slide 32: Reflection.** Ask participants to reflect on what they learned from the session:
   a. Reflect on the different assessment methods modeled in the session.
   b. Write about how you might use embedded-assessment strategies to improve your teaching.
   c. What should you be assessing? What are the things you care most about and that you want students to learn the most about?
   d. How and when do you want to be assessing these things?
   e. You may want to refer to the handout to jot down ideas about ways you can assess students in the field.
   f. As they reflect, distribute the *General Practices for Using Assessment to Improve Teaching and Learning* handout
APPLYING SESSION TO INSTRUCTION

The session is not over! A critical phase of learning anything new is application—when the learner takes new knowledge and applies it. There is some application included in the session; however, as with all professional learning for instructors, the rubber meets the road (or trail) when the instructors apply what they’ve learned to their instruction and when they keep thinking about it and discussing it with their peers. If you want your instructors to try out new activities/approaches, program-leader support is crucial. Even if they’re excited by new ideas, it’s easy (especially for veteran instructors) to keep doing what they have been doing and not try out new activities/approaches for which they’re not as skilled. Below are a variety of follow-up activities and discussions to dig deeper into the topic and to help you facilitate thoughtful implementation.

- **Staff brainstorm of what they and you can do to encourage incorporation of discussion strategies.** In the session reflection, your staff recorded ideas they have about implementation into their instruction. You can tap into these and other ideas through a brainstorm of what they plan to do and how you can support them in doing it.

- **Staff discussion about how you teach decomposition.** Although the subject of this session is assessment, all the examples in the session were related to teaching and understanding decomposition, which can get instructors thinking about this topic, too. After the session, you might want to have instructors work individually, in pairs, and/or with the whole group at reimagining how they teach decomposition.

- **Analyzing student work with your staff.** Now and then, ask an individual field instructor to bring a set of written student responses to a prompt for your staff to analyze, using the same discussion structure featured in this session. You might also have a group of instructors collect student work related to the same prompt to analyze together. This is a great way to get instructors to be more reflective in their practice and to cultivate a learning community among your staff.

- **Interview individual students.** Encourage instructors to set up times to interview volunteer students about a concept (such as decomposition) during break time or when someone else is leading a group. It’s important during these interviews to ask broad questions, to listen carefully, to ask follow-up questions, and to not judge answers as right or wrong in the moment. Many students enjoy having an adult pay attention to their thoughts, and sometimes the experience can be eye-opening for instructors. This can also be a valuable exercise for program leaders.

- **Print out and discuss Assessment for Learning: 10 Principles poster.** Print out the PDF file for your staff (http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/DocLibrary/SBA/HKDSE/Eng_DVD/doc/Afl_principles.pdf), assign pairs or small groups to read through and discuss each component of assessment shown on the diagram, and then share out in the whole
group. You might then want to post it in your staff prep room to refer back to.

- **Read and discuss about stereotype threat.** The book *Whistling Vivaldi and Other Clues to How Stereotypes Affect Us*, by social psychologist Claude Steele, is a very accessible read about stereotype threat and the underperformance of minority students in higher education. “Stereotype threat widens achievement gap” (American Psychological Association, 2006) is a short article on the topic. Assign staff to read the article or the first chapter of Steele’s book (or the whole book) and then gather as a group to discuss the implications for your teaching situations.

- **Examining our own unconscious biases.** When we become more aware of our unconscious biases, we can be more equitable in instruction, curriculum planning, and running programs. Below are resources to use to become more aware of unconscious biases.
  - The Avarna group has a free resource for educators to check their own unconscious biases, titled “Instructor Bias Assessment”: https://theavarnagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Instructor-Bias-Self-Assessment.pdf
  - The Teaching Tolerance website has an article on biases, as well as a link to the Project Implicit online test that individuals can take to reveal hidden biases: “Test Yourself for Hidden Bias” https://www.tolerance.org/professional-development/test-yourself-for-hidden-bias
  - Zaretta Hammond’s book, Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain, has a chapter titled “Preparing to Be a Culturally Responsive Practitioner” that walks the reader through unpacking their own biases and other challenges that may interfere with working with students from different backgrounds, race, class, language, or gender.

- **Discussing Implementation of Mind Pie, Decomposition Mission, or Walk & Talk.** Assign each of your staff to try one of these activities during their next student program. Then, lead a discussion of the activity at the end of the program. Here are some suggested questions on which to focus a reflection or discussion:
  - What student ideas surprised you?
  - Were you able to adjust instruction based on what you learned through embedded assessments? How?
  - What was successful about the activity?
  - What might you do differently the next time you lead it and why?
  - How have you incorporated embedded assessment into other field experiences and what ideas do you have about incorporating it in the future?
STUDENT FBI CARDS

Print out, cut out along dotted lines, and fold 1 set of cards per ~15 participants

Photo credit (clockwise from top-left): Kirill Ignatyev, Boobook48, Scot Nelson, Don McCullough, Bart Everson, Scot Nelson, Monteregina (Nicole).
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PROCEDURE FOR LOOKING AT STUDENT WORK

Definition: Decomposers are organisms that break down dead plants, algae, animals, and other organic matter into simpler forms of matter, nutrients that become part of soil, the air, or large bodies of water. Decomposers play the role in ecosystems of breaking down things into forms of matter that plants and algae can use to build and grow.

Student writing prompt: Are humans decomposers? Why or why not?

Expected student response: The goal of this prompt is to learn what students understand and don’t understand about decomposers, in order to guide further instruction. Write an expected student response you would reasonably expect from your students, based on what was taught in the activity.

Step 1. Observations. Describe observations about responses (8–10 minutes):

The facilitator asks:

What do you observe in the responses?

- During this step, the group gathers as much information as possible from evidence in student work (e.g., Five students said “x,” and six students said “y,” noting common patterns in responses).
- Group members describe what they observe in the student’s work, sticking to evidence and avoiding judgments about quality or interpretations of what the student meant or intended.
- If judgments or explanations come up, the facilitator should ask the person to refocus discussion on the evidence from observations.
- List the group’s observations on chart paper.

Step 2. What does it mean about learning and teaching? (8–10 minutes):

The facilitator asks:

How can this evidence be used to figure out what students do and don’t understand?

What are some possible explanations for what students wrote? What is it about the learning experiences that could have contributed to their responses?

- During this step, the group tries to make sense of what students wrote and why they wrote it.
- The group also tries to figure out what kinds of instructional (and other) experiences may have led to what students wrote.
- From the evidence gathered in Step 1, try to figure out about the student or students:
  - What they were thinking?
  - What do they understand and don’t understand about which parts of the response are accurate and inaccurate?
  - On What ideas you think they are building?
  - What experiences do they need to further build their understanding?
  - What were they most interested in?
  - How did they interpreted the prompt?
- The group should try to come up with different explanations for each observation and then evaluate them against the evidence.
• Think broadly and creatively. Assume that the work, no matter how confusing, probably makes sense to the student. Your job is to see what the student sees.

• As you listen to one another’s explanations, ask questions that help you better understand one another’s perspectives.

**Step 3. What can we do about it? Brainstorm Next Steps for Teaching (8–10 minutes):**

The facilitator asks:

- What changes can make the teaching or the lesson itself more effective?
- What could the instructor do to move thinking forward?

• Based on the group’s observations and reflections, discuss implications this might have for teaching. In particular, consider the following questions:
  - What steps could the instructor do next with these students?
  - What teaching strategies might be most effective?
  - What else would you like to see in students’ work? What kinds of activities or prompts could give you this information?
  - How might you change the learning experience or activity the next time you teach it?
  - How might you modify the prompt to improve the assessment?
  - What does this conversation make you think about in terms of your own practice?
  - How does this conversation make you think about teaching and learning in general?
STUDENT WORK SAMPLES

Create one set of student work samples for every group of 3-4 participants.

Humans are decomposers, because they break down food like a banana slug.

Yes, humans are decomposers because they eat meat and other things and slugs do. Also, slugs eat bananas.

California Bay Sushi

1

2
3. No because animals eat different stuff. No because decomposers have different systems in their poop. No because people eat food that can be turned into real poop.

4. Humans are not decomposers because they leave scat, not poop. Instead they leave dirt, not poop. And humans can't digest leaves or logs. The other reason why decomposers eat leaves or logs is humans don't.
I don't think humans are decomposers. Why? Don't plants need decomposition to stay alive? How do plants break down the leaves of dead trees?

Humans don't eat dirt. Humans poop, not in the dirt. Humans poop doesn't not decompose.

Green Day
Humans are not decomposers because the poop outside. Humans don't eat dirt.
I think they are decomposers because when they eat leaves, and fruits, they also eat vegetables. They can't eat poop from us or because it smells bad. They can't choose. They aren't dependent. They aren't able.
Green Day

Green Day
Yes, I do because they eat dead plants. We also walk. We poop and so do they, we also sometimes eat dead plants like them. We also walk.

People can’t decompose. They also can’t poop. They also can’t eat dead stuff. They aren’t decomposers.
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GENERAL PRACTICES FOR USING EMBEDDED ASSESSMENT TO IMPROVE TEACHING AND LEARNING

(Assessing for learning should be indistinguishable from good teaching!)

Be curious about student ideas.

- Ask broad questions, give students multiple opportunities to discuss ideas, take advantage of opportunities such as Walk & Talk to listen to individual students, listen in on discussions and notice what students write. Encourage students to share with the group and with one another and listen to their ideas. Use your observation and inquiry skills to investigate how students develop understandings.
- Interview individual students about their ideas whenever you get a chance. One easy place to do this is during Walk & Talk and Turn & Talk activities.
- Ask probing follow-up questions. Ask students to expand on and explain their thinking. Ask, “What do you mean by that? What makes you think that?” Try to find out their reasoning.
- When students say or write “weird” ideas, ask probing follow-up questions to try to understand where they’re coming from. What is the useful information or reasoning they’re using? What might be leading them to inaccuracies?
- Find out what students know before you begin. Accessing prior knowledge helps students connect what they’re learning to previous experiences. It also helps the instructor build on existing student ideas.
- Record student talk and behavior during activities. Jot down notes as students work in small groups. (Index cards can be handy for this.) Are there any patterns you notice? Are there common things with which your students are struggling? Can you identify any misconceptions or inaccurate ideas?

Have a variety of activities from which to choose.

- Get a series of activities on a concept (such as adaptation) under your belt and then think about and keep track of what each one offers students.
- Carry these with you and be prepared to decide which to use, depending on your assessment of where your students are at.
- See the BEETLES Ecosystems (and Matter) Theme Hike and Adaptations, Structure, and Function Theme Hike for ideas on planning progressions of activities.

Be informed about common misconceptions.

- Familiarity with common misconceptions will help you recognize them when students bring them up and can help you plan experiences to shift students’ understanding.
- Read up on common misconceptions about concepts and ideas you’re teaching. These are included in BEETLES student activity write-ups as Common Relevant Misconceptions in the Instructor Support section. They can also be researched online (e.g., Google “misconceptions research photosynthesis”).
- When students share inaccurate ideas, try to come up with evidence/experiences that confront these ideas and help students see for themselves what’s inaccurate about their ideas. Then, they can revise their ideas, which will add to their understanding.
Think about the conceptual flow for a topic you’re teaching.

- Become intrigued with the conceptual flow of an area of content.
- Become actively curious about how students develop understanding of the concepts (i.e., What’s a logical conceptual flow for building this understanding?).
- What are the foundational ideas students need to understand and what are the steps that go deeper?
- See the BEETLES guide, Creating Effective Outdoor Science Activities, pages 56–65. This section breaks down different important science concepts into an order of what students should learn about a concept and what they should understand during different grade bands. It also includes recommendations about where to focus efforts on each concept in outdoor science.

Focus on building science practices.

- Be curious about students’ abilities with science practices. Pay attention to students’ behaviors. At least as important as assessing conceptual understanding is assessing students’ abilities to make observations, ask questions, make explanations, argue from evidence, discuss ideas with others, etc.
- Become intrigued with the progression for building students’ science practices.
- What practices do students need to begin investigating the world and discussing ideas with one another? What are the steps that go deeper?
- See the BEETLES guide, Creating Effective Outdoor Science Activities, pages 66–74. This section includes descriptions of practices and examples of how to teach these in the field.

Explore students’ “weird” ideas.

- When students say or write “weird” ideas, ask probing follow-up questions to try to understand where they’re coming from.
- What is the useful information or reasoning they’re using?
- What might be leading them to inaccuracies?

Adjust your teaching.

- Once you’ve uncovered some of what students are thinking and doing, you can make changes to the questions you ask and adjust activities and discussions accordingly.
- If you notice that students seem weak on a concept, you might do more with it. If students show evidence of understanding, you can take them to the next level. If students arrive with little ability to discuss ideas, focus on paired discussions and listening skills. If students arrive further along with these abilities, you can take them further in their skills.

Find out what students have learned during your instruction.

- Challenge students to apply what they’ve learned and push them beyond just recalling facts.
- Ask them how they might explain something they’ve learned to another student, using their own words.
- Lead a debrief discussion with the whole group and watch their behaviors to see what they can tell you about exploration skills, discussion skills, etc. that they’ve learned.
Use these steps of the Reflective Teaching cycle:

- **Set a teaching goal.** First, set a specific teaching goal for your activity or field experience, such as leading a concept-based discussion that helps students build on one another’s ideas.

- **Teach what you planned to teach.**

- **Take notes.** Jot down brief notes as students are talking, trying to capture some of what comes up during discussion.

- **Reflect on how it went.** Afterward, sit down (ideally with a colleague) and explore what students were doing and what this might mean for your teaching. Are there any patterns? What do you want or expect to see your students do differently? What can you do to make this happen?

- **Adjust goals and teaching.** Use what you’ve learned to make adjustments to improve your instruction.

- Use this cycle over and over to build expertise in instruction and assessment.
Overview

Assessment of learning can be a complex and sometimes controversial topic. Assessment is an essential part of education—to gain insight into both students’ learning progress and whether teaching strategies are appropriate and effective. Grant Wiggins, a leading commentator on issues in educational assessment, notes that the root of the word assessment comes from to sit with. In its original sense, it’s about connecting with the person being assessed in a way that helps gain a close understanding of what they know and understand. The purpose of assessment, then, is to gather evidence of learning—whether it is for the outdoor instructor, program, teacher, student, parent, district, state, or even nation. It’s important that learning be recognized for the complex process it is. Currently, educators use many ways to assess what students know. Some of these methods look like traditional tests; others look very different. The kind of assessment you use depends on what information you want. We use the term assessment to refer to all those activities instructors use that gather information to be used as feedback to modify teaching and learning activities.

“When the cook tastes the soup, that’s formative. When the guests taste the soup, that’s summative.”

- Robert Stake, educational researcher

Assessment is much more than tests! Many people think of assessment as simply tests students take before and after instruction. Those are assessments, but so is listening in on student discussions, watching students work, reading what students have written, asking students questions, and listening to their responses. Summative assessments are those given to students primarily when instruction is finished, to find out what students learned and maybe to assign a grade. Formative assessments take place during instruction and are used to figure out how to best adjust instruction to meet the needs of students. Embedded assessments are those that are part of learning experiences. Embedded assessments are often formative, but sometimes they can be summative. This session focuses on embedded formative assessments that field instructors can use to improve their instruction. The vocabulary and specific definitions of types of assessment can be confusing and are not the focus of this session. For the sake of not overwhelming instructors with vocabulary, the terms formative and summative are not part of the session; however, embedded (which we’ve found to be more intuitive to understand) is part of the session.

“Assessment specialists have found it useful to describe assessment as a process of reasoning from evidence—of using a representative performance or set of performances to make inferences about a wider set of skills or knowledge. The process of collecting evidence to support inferences about what students know and can do is fundamental to all assessments—from classroom quizzes, standardized achievement tests, or computerized tutoring programs, to the conversations students have with their teachers as they work through an experiment.”

- Developing assessments for the Next Generation Science Standards. National Research Council

Teaching and learning must be interactive. One reason to emphasize and support assessment practices with your instructors is the tendency of many educators to overestimate what their students learn from their instruction. It can be a huge aha! moment when an instructor who has been teaching an activity or topic for a while, under the assumption that their students were really getting it, thoughtfully assesses student learning only to find out that many of those students are leaving with incomplete or inaccurate understandings about the topic. At the moment of this awareness, they may suddenly feel like less effective instructors, but this increased awareness from assessment is an important aspect of becoming more effective instructors. It helps instructors have a more realistic idea about
what their students are learning and gives them information they can use to improve instruction. One of the most
important aspects of a quality educational program is an environment of reflective practice. That’s when instructors
aren’t just leading a series of the same activities with each group, but are intentionally setting goals, trying out
approaches and strategies to accomplish those goals, assessing to see how they went, and then making adjustments
the next time they teach.

Field instructors need to know about their students’ progress and struggles with learning so they can adapt their
teaching to meet students’ needs—needs that are often unpredictable and that vary greatly from one individual to
another. Instructors can find out what they need to know in a variety of ways, including asking questions and listening
when talking with students during Walk & Talks and Turn & Talks, observing students in the field, listening carefully
during discussions, and reading students’ written work. These are all considered embedded assessments because
they are part of effective instruction. Such assessment becomes formative assessment when the evidence and
information gained is actually used to adapt instruction to better meet students’ needs. Opportunities for students to
express their understanding should be designed into any and all pieces of teaching, because this enables instructors
to receive and act on feedback directly from learners in order to improve and refine their teaching skills as well as
enhance the curriculum. It kicks off an interactive connection between embedded assessment, teaching, and learning.

Assessment is about gathering observations and making explanations from evidence. During quality teaching,
the instructor is frequently gathering information about student understandings through listening in on discussions,
asking questions, looking at student work, and so on. Making explanations from evidence is a key aspect of
assessment because that’s when an instructor attempts to make sense of their observations and tries to understand
what students are thinking; that’s the riskiest part of the process. It’s risky because it’s impossible to have certainty
about anything that’s going on in students’ heads. It’s also risky because it’s easy to misinterpret and inaccurately
explain your findings. Our unconscious biases may influence our explanations and cause us to jump to conclusions.
We all have unconscious biases, and if we have unconscious biases about certain groups or individuals, we may
unconsciously and unfairly judge their participation, work, and understandings, giving more benefit of the doubt
to some while making negative assumptions about others. Without an awareness of these issues, an instructor can
cause harm. Instructors need to intentionally work to avoid these biases and assumptions by spending time becoming
more aware of their biases, by keeping all explanations firmly grounded in evidence, by maintaining uncertainty and
open-mindedness about explanations, and by brainstorming multiple explanations rather than assuming that the
first explanation that comes to mind is true. If this sounds familiar, it should, because it’s very much like scientific
thinking. Similarly with scientific thinking, as humans it’s easy for us to slip into less scientific thinking and get carried
away with our explanations, losing sight of the original observations. Instructors should hungrily gather observations
during instruction and be careful, wary, and tentative when making explanations from their observations. Instructors
can also maintain a focus on what the assessment says about their instruction, rather than only on what it says about
students. Instruction is something instructors have control over, and keeping this perspective in mind helps improve
instruction (and is far less risky).

“...assessment is always a process of reasoning from evidence. By its very nature, moreover, assessment is
imprecise to some degree. Assessment results are only estimates of what a person knows and can do. Every
assessment, regardless of its purpose, rests on three pillars: a model of how students represent knowledge
and develop competence in the subject domain, tasks or situations that allow one to observe students’
performance, and an interpretation method for drawing inferences from the performance evidence thus
obtained.”

-Knowing What Students Know, National Academy of Sciences
**Emphasis on Formative Embedded Assessment**

Best practices in teaching recommend that formative assessment should be woven into all stages of learning. We need to assess before new material is presented (to assess current knowledge), during the learning process (to see how well a student is grasping a concept), and after the lesson has been taught (to see how well the student understands the new material and to assess the effectiveness of the teaching). This lets an instructor evaluate and modify the learning experience in time to make a difference—rather than discover a problem just as it’s time to move on to another subject.

Curriculum-embedded formative assessment practices create a continuous flow of information between instructor and student that guide the next steps in learning. It’s important to actively involve students in the assessment process. Direct instructor feedback and expectations are shared with students to help them envision performance goals and understand what is needed for improvement. For example, when an instructor gives students feedback on how they are actively changing their minds about ideas and appropriately using language of uncertainty, the instructor is being explicit about expectations and about what students can do to improve and is also providing important feedback on how they’re doing. When students clearly understand what’s expected of them and receive specific feedback, then formative assessment information becomes an important guide for instructional improvement for both the instructor and the student. When an instructor allows students to be more in charge of their own learning, their motivation to learn is greatly increased. Research has shown that, when carried out effectively, formative classroom assessment that includes constructive feedback to students significantly raises the levels of student achievement. In this sense, quality formative assessment is indistinguishable from good teaching practices.

Informal assessments using narrow questions can be unproductive and can even inhibit learning. When students get to talk about their understandings in their own ways, it helps increase their knowledge and improves their understanding. Talking with a group of students also can give an instructor the chance to respond to and reorient their thinking. But there are many examples of discussions in which instructors have unconsciously responded in ways that inhibit student learning. Often this happens when the instructor is looking for a particular response and doesn’t have the flexibility or confidence to deal with unexpected responses from students. Many instructors informally assess their groups by asking a series of narrow recall questions to check for understanding. Unfortunately, this natural and direct way of checking on learning is often unproductive. Another common problem is that, following a question, instructors don’t wait long enough for students to think through their answers. When an instructor calls on the first raised hand or answers their own question after only two or three seconds (often because a minute of thoughtful silence seems intolerable), there isn’t enough time for students to think deeply about the question. Sometimes, unintentionally, the instructor tries to direct the student with hints toward saying the answer they’re looking for. In manipulating the dialogue toward a narrow goal, the instructor can sometimes block any unorthodox, though often thoughtful, attempts by students to work out their own answers. Over time, students get the message that they are not required to think out their own answers. The object of the exercise, they assume, is to work out—or guess—what answer the instructor expects to see or hear.

**Assessment for learning is when students have:**
- Understanding of instructional goals.
- Opportunity to develop skills and knowledge necessary to achieve goals.
- Ownership of their learning.
- Motivation to learn.

**Instructors using formative assessment to support learning should:**
- Develop clear learning goals for students.
- Provide opportunities to learn content in a deep way.
• Align assessment tasks with curriculum (what is taught) and instruction (how it is taught).
• Embed assessments at key points throughout instruction.
• Make changes to curriculum, instruction, and assessments based on assessment evidence from students.

**Scoring guides and rubrics.** These assessment tools are often used with assessments in formal classroom settings to help teachers evaluate different levels of student responses. They can be part of both formative and summative assessments and can be used to monitor progress in knowledge as well as abilities. Developing accurate and useful scoring guides and/or rubrics requires looking at many samples of student responses in order to capture a broad range of student understanding and to be able to represent the most common ways that learners build understanding of a particular concept.

**Emphasis on Formative Embedded Assessment**

Teachers in classrooms use summative assessments to measure student progress at the end of a unit or year of instruction. These kinds of assessments are more typically included in curriculum programs and textbooks and are designed to help find out what students have learned from the instructional materials. Since they take place after instruction, when students are preparing to move on to other topics, they have a very different purpose than formative embedded assessments. Summative assessments do provide feedback to the teacher about the success of the lessons, but this information can only guide instruction for the next time the materials are used, which is often not until the following school year. In this case, summative assessment can be referred to as assessment of learning, in direct contrast to formative assessments that are used throughout instruction as assessment in support of learning. In outdoor science programs, on the other hand, an instructor may often get a chance to apply the information to their instruction only a week or so later. Given the rapid cycle of instruction and repetition in many outdoor schools, the information from summative assessments may actually be used in a formative way.

**Biases in assessment.** We all have unconscious biases, and becoming more aware of these biases and then working to minimize them is important in assessment and instruction. Often, these biases can get “baked into” systems, such as assessments that are used regularly by programs but aren’t regularly evaluated for their effectiveness. “Culture and background may lead to the inaccuracy of assessments, including traditional tests and alternative assessments. Standardized tests intend to measure intelligence and general knowledge, but they are normed based on the knowledge and values of the majority groups, which can create bias against minority groups, including gender, race, community status, and persons with different language backgrounds, socioeconomic status, and culture” (Kim & Zabelina, 2015). Teachers’ different expectations for students of various racial or social classes are often correlated with less effective instructional practice (Leacock, 1969; Murray, 1996). Teachers often fail to identify potentially qualified students for selective programs in schools, especially when students are culturally different from them (Peterson, 2000).

To make any assessment more equitable, the prompt/task/question should be based on information and experiences that all your students have access to and should be both relevant and interesting to them. In outdoor science, assessments are ideally based on a common engaging experience in which the group has participated. Vocabulary can be a stumbling block to understanding how to respond, so it’s important that the language be accessible to all students. Any difficult words should be used extensively and in context before appearing in assessments. Students who have more experience developing test-taking skills may be better at figuring out how to be successful on the assessment in ways that are not actually related to their understanding of the content. It’s important to be clear about your expectations for responding, so all students know how to respond. Review your instruction and assessments (including questions you ask throughout your programs) for relevance and comprehensibility. Ideally, this should include guidance by a team that reflects the background of students you serve. Assessments represent one of many important reasons that people in leadership roles at your organization, including on the board, on the executive team, and as educators, should be representative of the communities of...
students that you serve.

**Stereotype threat.** There is a large body of research on stereotype threat. Subtle and not-so-subtle perceptions of stereotypes have been shown to affect performance on assessments, even if the individual doesn’t believe in the stereotype. If there is a negative societal stereotype about a particular group—for example, that black students underperform academically—the self-threat is thought to affect the intellectual performance of these students during assessments if they think the assessment measures intelligence. In this example, if students don’t think the assessment measures intelligence, their performance is much better. “...[E]ven passing reminders that someone belongs to one group or another (e.g., asking the test taker to identify their race or gender on the test form), that has been stereotyped as inferior in academics, can wreak havoc with test performance…. By subtly altering the test situation to remove stereotype threat, Aronson and his colleagues have demonstrated dramatic improvement in standardized test scores among members of negatively stereotyped groups” (American Psychological Association, 2006). The book *Whistling Vivaldi and Other Clues to How Stereotypes Affect Us*, written by the social psychologist Claude Steele, is a very accessible read about stereotype threat and the underperformance of minority students in higher education.

There are things an instructor can do to reduce stereotype threat and bias:

- Reflect on unconscious biases they have and how their language might trigger certain responses from students, particularly during times when students feel they are being evaluated.

- Be transparent about how they are using information from journals and performance tasks: to help students formulate and express their ideas, to help themselves as instructors to understand what they got out of an experience, to help instructors improve their program and their teaching—and specifically not to evaluate the students.

- Have assessments reviewed by multiple stakeholders who represent the students served.

- Encourage students to have a growth mindset and to recognize that intelligence is not something you’re just born with, but can be increased through effort.

- Encourage students to do self-affirmation, writing and/or talking about a value that is important to them, or a positive attribute they have. In 2006, researchers Geoffrey L. Cohen, Julio Garcia, Nancy Apfel, and Allison Master did a brief written self-affirmation with middle school students and found that it improved the grades of black students and reduced the racial achievement gap by 40%.

- Help students socially self-identify as part of the academic world. Help them see themselves as scholars/scientific thinkers.

- Communicate clearly that diversity is valued.

- Facilitate students’ engaging with other students who are different from them.

- Reduce stress by helping all students feel seen and socially connected in the group.

**Summative Assessment and Evaluation in Outdoor Science Programs**

Many residential and multi-day outdoor science programs are interested in gathering summative information about student learning at the end of their programs. For this reason, student and teacher surveys are often used to get feedback about the effectiveness of field instruction and the success of specific program activities. These kinds of self-reporting surveys can indeed provide some information about important aspects of the program, particularly student attitudes, behavior, and social interactions. However, getting valid and reliable assessment information about what students have learned as a result of outdoor learning experiences conducted in an informal setting can be problematic. See the excerpts from the *Learning Science in Informal Environments* report highlighted below to read more about the complex conditions under which these kinds of assessment are developed and administered. This report provides both a broad description of science learning in informal environments and a detailed review of the...
evidence of their impact on science learning. Published in 2009 by the National Research Council, it synthesizes literature across multiple disciplines to identify a common framework of educational goals and outcomes and provides insights into educational practices in informal settings such as outdoor science programs.

“The characteristics of informal learning environments make it very difficult to develop practical, evidence-centered ways to assess learning outcomes...[The assessment itself is] logistically complex, but also the data gathered are hard to interpret. It can be difficult to separate the effects of a single visit from other factors that could be contributing to positive learning outcomes. And arranging for tests before and after the experience or setting up other traditional measures...can be disruptive, or even inappropriate for the purpose that assessment may serve...[It] is important to consider the rationale for assessing learning in informal science learning settings.

[Informal learning] experiences cannot fully be prescribed or predetermined. Rather, the environments are learner-centered; so much of what happens emerges during the course of activities...The challenge thus becomes how to document the learning that occurs while not sacrificing the freedom and spontaneity that is integral to the experience.

The collaborative and social aspects inherent in many informal experiences also pose a challenge for assessing learning. Participants in summer camps, science centers, family activities, hobby groups, and such are generally encouraged to take full advantage of the social resources available in the setting to achieve their learning goals...Thus, assessments that focus on an individual’s performance alone may “under-measure” learning...Assessing whether participants working in a group have grasped the science is important, but measuring the role that collaboration and problem solving have played in learning may be equally so.

...A first step in developing assessments is identifying the anticipated learning goals...It is equally important to understand what knowledge, skills, and beliefs the target audience brings to the learning situation...In fact, defining outcomes and target audiences for informal science learning experiences can be the most challenging tasks in the assessment process because it requires a deep understanding about purpose and the various ways in which informal experiences may be connected to past and future learning experiences...The development of assessments appropriate for science learning in informal environments should be guided by three criteria.

First, the assessments must address the range of capabilities that the designers have in mind, including not only cognitive outcomes, but also attitudinal, behavioral, and social outcomes...

Second, assessments should fit with the kind of participant experiences that make informal learning environments attractive and engaging. Any assessment activities undertaken in these settings should not undermine the very features that make for effective learning.

Third, the assessments must be valid; that is, they should measure what they purport to measure (construct validity) and align with opportunities for learning that are present in the environment (often referred to as ecological validity). In short, assessment measures should capture as much of the breadth of learning that a reasonable audience could experience, should align with the nature of the learning experience, and should represent in some faithful way the learning that actually occurs. Doing so is not easy.”

-Surrounded by Science: Learning Science in Informal Environments, National Research Council
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